POSITIVE INCIDENCE

NO: 9 6th Jan 2014

A monthly Newsletter to club members of the Strathalbyn Model Aircraft Club
From Paul Mitchell : President

How did you go over the Christmas / New Year break?

It appears to me that if you can avoid family
discussions about religion, politics, race and work….you’ll get through unscathed….well that’s been my
experience …….Anyway I hope you all had a good Christmas break.

I managed to have a really relaxing time with most of it spent in the shed getting a project underway
while I had the opportunity. You see…..in a weaker moment late last year, I had promised to build a couple
of pedal cars for the grandsons…and was talked into making them miniature versions in fiberglass of my
Mini Jem sports car. This meant making an original ‘plug’ and then an 8-piece split mould in which to layup the final fiberglass body shells. I had already bought the ‘mechanical bits’ from Ebay, so at least that side
of things is taken care of.
Because the basic lines of the car were relatively straightforward, I decided to use thin sheet custom
wood for the basic framing and balsa for the outer skin of the plug…rather than the customary plaster…. and
this has worked out well.
The project has actually been a lot of fun…it’s amazing how aero-modeling skills can be used in
other ways!
As the overall proportions of the pedal-car chassis are different to the full size car, the final product
is merely a caricature ….and is obviously an open-topped affair rather than a closed coup.

chassis

basic framing

balsa skin and wheel arch mould

OK….OK…..I know it’s not a model aircraft…..but come on..…it’s all good fun!

To matters more ‘lofty’……
Sometimes I’m not sure if we fully appreciate just what we have going at SMAC. I’ve belonged to,
or visited, a lot of other clubs over the years, both here in SA and interstate, and I’m sure SMAC is up there
with the best. Let’s be clear here…a club is only as good as the membership…and this changes as time goes
by, and it’s the continual change in personnel that keeps a club vital and alive.
Maybe it’s the country air….maybe it’s the distance from the city….maybe it’s a combination of
these things and an unbroken history that is still evident in the membership.
I’m sure we’ve all heard the comments by visitors from other clubs…that things are just that bit
more relaxed out at Strath. Oh sure, we promote and adhere to safety regulations and procedures, but I’d like
to think that we keep things in proportion - we don’t overplay the organisational or red tape aspects of club
activities to the detriment of ……flying with our mates.
Lets be sure we don’t loose this……..may it continue ever thus.
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NEW MEMBERS
And talking of membership, let me introduce 5 new members, and one ‘probable’, who have joined the club
in recent weeks….
………Gentlemen, please make welcome:
Bill Kent – Chris Winzer – Patrick Briggs – Richard Bissett – Paul Featherstone – John O’Brien (probable!!)
Left: Bill Kent discusses ‘things
aeronautical’ with Noel Wenzel
while Nick Braithwaite looks on
behind.
Bill has been involved in modeling
since
before
they
invented
balsawood! He moved to the
Strathalbyn area recently so
naturally he has made SMAC his
new home away from home. Bill
brings with him many years of
experience and we look forward to
his input and assistance.
Left: New member Chris Winzer seen standing next to Phil Crawley.
Chris has been taken under Bill Kent’s instructing wing and should be
soloing soon.
Below: Patrick Briggs & Richard Bissett (and a visiting mate – on
right) spent a weekend caravan camping at the field just before
Christmas…. ……”way to go boys!”…talk about well-organised!

John O’Brien was a former member of SMAC who
contacted us recently with a view to re-joining and
getting back into the action once more, so technically
as I write this, he is an ‘intending new member’……
Left: John O’Brien and Bill Kent preparing John’s
trainer for it’s first flight after a few years in
storage.
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John has his bronze wings but when he turned up with his old trainer model at the field last Sunday, he
realistically decided to seek assistance with his initial preflight checks and buddy box test flight from Bill
Kent.
Welcome to you all…hope to see you at the next monthly club meeting.
WORKING BEE & CLUB CONTEST – 2ND FEBRUARY
Graham Willis has had the new water tank delivered, so it will be all hands on deck at the up-coming
working bee on the 2nd February to get things plumbed and commissioned. I’ll let Graham tell us what’s
involved and what jobs/skills/tools are required at the next club meeting. It would be great if various people
put their hands up to take on specific tasks - like last time.
We will also be removing the droppers in the pits area and giving things a general tidy-up again.
The club contest will be held before the working bee, and again it will be kept a surprise until the day….but
as I said in last month’s Newsletter, it will involve a little less luck and a little more skill.
Any model will be fine, so come along early and join the fun…the more the merrier!
GLOSTER GAMECOCK
I mentioned back in Positive Incidence No 3 that I was building a Gloster Gamecock scale model.
Here is the progress so far….and a picture of the actual aircraft for those who need a memory jog..

Above: Detail of the dummy Bristol Jupiter engine,
with valves, rockers and pushrods still to come!
Below: the ‘bits so far’ laid out ready to assemble

.

Above: Those wheels are just ‘hanger wheels,
the final ones are 61/2 inch diameter.
The double springs on the undercarriage legs
should give it reasonable ground handling.
Having completed the main structural frame, I’ll
be starting the rear of the fuselage and wings soon.
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WELCOME BACK NICK
It’s great to have Nick Braithwaite back flying with us again after his prolonged absence while conducting
in the latter part 2013.
Here’s a very typical shot of Nick landing his Cessna.

Nick purchased an Me110 twin (right above) and after some delicate wiring in the slim fuselage, Darren
Garratt and he test flew it on Monday at the field. He fitted an orange gyro, which can be switched on and
off in flight…the report is that she was as steady as a rock and a joy to fly…even in the hot, windy
conditions.
Nick also has a YAK18PM under construction
from a SIG kit he started 40 years ago (left), for
which I am making a new fiberglass cowl from the
original aluminium kit one…(see, I told you those
pedal-car skills would come in handy some day).
The original ali cowl is very thick and
exceptionally heavy – thus the new one.
The picture below shows the new mould
halves….in which I will lay-up the final cowl.

The original kit called for a .60 motor but
Nick is employing the services of a 20cc
Evolution petrol motor to haul the freight.
The original mechanical retracts will be
replaced with electric ones…natutally.
Nick is still deciding on the final covering
material, but it will be silk or the modern
equivalent – should be a beauty!
Hey Nick, how about an on-going photo report on the build as it progresses?
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CLUB CALANDER

INDOOR FLYING
There was no indoor flying in January, but it will be back on again on February 1st.
WEB SITE
There has been action…at last!
Nick Parson and I have had a session together and things are progressing well.
The various section have been mapped out and ready for the text and image inputs.
I may be calling on particular members for assistance with information for the various sections.
More about all this at the January monthly meeting….we will probably be able to show you some ‘screen
saves’ to show you what it is looking like.
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PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION

Last month’s photo of Adrian’s Corvus trying to ‘make like a
corkscrew’ drew this response from a regular contributor…….

“ The smoke shows where I’ve been….but Hell knows where
I’m going ! ”

Here’s this month’s photo…club member Jarred Hawkes getting a bit of ‘shut-eye’ during the John Watters
Scale Day…..he wasn’t the only one either!!
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CHRISTMAS TWILIGHT MEETING
People started arriving at the field late in the afternoon, the calm weather providing perfect conditions for
some quiet, relaxing flying into the fading light.
As the sun finally set, the models became harder to see against the dark background, so Stokie decided it
was time to light things up a bit.

His aircraft was a flying light show and provided
some really interesting aerial images.
He assured us that he had it under full control at
all times…Uh huh.
You can sort of see why there have been reports
of UFOs from similar night flights in the past!

We tried to get a shot of the model in ‘formation’
with the moon. Michael did a great job of flying
the model to the correct place in the sky…… but
my camera skills didn’t stretch that far…!
……and we ended up with some ‘modern art’.

Graham, Jenny and Noel had done an absolutely
terrific job on the club house….the shed was decked
out with the appropriate tinsel, holly and illuminated
Christmas tree, with recorded music of 60’s playing
softly in the background.
Tablecloths were set and the aroma of food wafted out
to the flight-line…time to start the meal…and what a
meal….the catering team had done it yet
again….terrific.
Many wives, partners and family members had come
to join in, which added greatly to the sense of
community and fellowship in a common pursuit.
Thanks to all who assisted with food, cooking and
making the evening so pleasant.
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I only ended up with one useable photo of the gathering in and around the club rooms…. which only shows
a small number of those who attended….sorry to all those ‘out of shot’.
I’ve received many positive comments about the event, so maybe we can plan more twilight meetings at the
field during the year. ( Note to self…….acquire camera skills..! )

RFDS DISPLAY DAY / FIELD DEVELOPMENT
I’ve been in touch with the MASA organizing committee and will be able to give an up-date report at the
January meeting.
I’ve been out to the field and taken measurements of the landing strips, pits and other infrastructure
elements. From this I have prepared a scaled plan which I will bring to the next meeting.
It has become obvious that despite our initial enthusiasm for making the interior pits fence a permanent
fixture, it is not really required. It definitely worked well on the John Watters Day, but on considered
reflection, it would seem that in the long term it would not be as advantageous as we first thought.
At the next club meeting we can discuss this further, but the consensus at present is that we remove the
droppers and leave things the way they were…..this will allow us to have two separate ways of organizing
the field/pits/starting areas, depending on the type of activity involved…..as follows:
REGULAR WEEKEND FLYING:….The pits and starting benches are used as they have been with no
changes to anything…..this is basically 99% of the time!…”If it ain’t broke…don’t fix it!!”
DISPLAY DAYS ….Because on a display day, the general public will be in attendance, the pits area is
turned over to the them completely to allow a clear view of the flying and a definite fence to stand behind.
No engine starting to take place in the pits at all. The North end of the pits area is roped off as the defined
model parking and static display area. All engine starting takes place out on the field in a dedicated area on
the East/West runway in starting restraints or by an assistant holding the model. This keeps the public away
from the starting area and keeps the noise of engine starting away from the pilots standing on the yellow
square markers (or the matting belt as the case may be). Models are taxied out to the field at the North end
for take-off, and back in at the South end where the motor is switched off.
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The 30 meters distance required from the public to the flight line still allows sufficient width on the field for
take-off and landing by experienced flyers ….who would be the only ones flying on such a day.
On the JW Scale Day, because the general public are not invited, the whole pits becomes the model parking
area with all starting out on the field as above. This set-up would be helpful to keep things flowing smoothly
with plenty of room in the pits for models to be parked ready to proceed out to the starting area. This is
pretty much what happens at Noarlunga on their Military Scale Day.
If the wind is blowing from the North, then the starting area is set up at the South end.
Here’s a reduced copy of the plan…I’ll bring the full size one to the next meeting…you might have to zoom
in to see the smaller writing.
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‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ …….of flying at the field

A selection of photos taken last weekend at the field….we will have a section in the web-site for just these
sort of photos….a record of weekend flying and members’ models.
Firstly a couple of shots I took last weekend of Michael Stock’s large Citabria glider tug.

Michael brought the model down close to the center of the field as I walked out with the camera….it
reminded us of the scene from Catch 22……only I ducked in time!!
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Sean Flarerty gave his new Hawker Sea Fury a good work-out after adding a bit of nose weight since last
outing…..seen below with his brother Matt assisting.
Matt is a member at SSL…but I recon he can be persuaded to join SMAC……we just need to keep at him!
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Sean tells us that the Sea Fury is behaving well now, but will take a bit of getting used to…..which is what
this hobby is all about eh…..well done guys.

FEBURARY GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting will be held as usual at the Great Eastern Hotel in Littlehampton. on the 28th January.
Get there at 6.00 for a meal…we start the meeting at 7.00.
There will be no guest speaker this month…we’ll just yak on a bit….YAK ON..…get it…..oh forget it!!!
See you there.
Cheers
Paul
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